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Warm-up
Objective:
Explain how behavior results from both genes and
environmental factors.



Chapter 51

Warm-up:
Upwellings in the ocean
1. Are locations of reef communities
2. Occur over deep-sea hydrothermal vents
3. Are responsible for ocean currents
4. Bring nutrient-rich water to the surface
5. Are most common in tropical water where they
bring oxygen-rich water to the surface

Animal Behavior

What is behavior & Why study
it?
Behavior


Everything an animal does & how it does it
Link between animal & its environment




Innate = inherited or developmentally fixed
Learned = develop during animal’s lifetime

Why study behavior?



Part of phenotype
Acted upon natural selection
Lead to greater fitness?
Greater reproductive success?
Greater survival?

What questions do we ask?
Proximate causes



Ultimate causes





Types of behaviors
Innate behaviors


Automatic, developmentally fixed



Modified by experience
Variable
Triggered by a stimulus

Evolutionary significance
How does behavior contribute to survival &
reproduction
“why” questions

Innate behavior
Fixed action patterns (FAP)


Despite different environments, all individuals
exhibit the behavior
Triggered by stimulus

Learned Behavior

Immediate stimulus & mechanism
“how” questions



Sequence of behaviors
essentially unchangeable &
usually conducted to
completion once it has started
Signal stimulus
Releaser that triggers FAP
Attack on red belly
stimulus
Court on swollen belly
stimulus
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Directed movements
Kinesis


Single change in activity
or turning rate in
response to a stimulus

Migration
Complex behavior, but still under genetic
control


“migratory restlessness” exhibits Mendelian
inheritance patterns

Taxis


More or less automatic,
oriented movement
toward (positive taxis) or
away from (negative
taxis) a stimulus

Imprinting
Learning at a specific critical times forms
social attachments to another


Learned Behavior
Associative Learning


Both learning and innate components

Learning to associate 1 feature of the
environment (stimulus) with another
Operant conditioning


Trail & error learning

Classical conditioning


Stimulus & reward/punishment

Konrad Lorenz was “mother” to these
imprinted grayling goslings

Operant conditioning
Skinners box

Classical Conditioning
Ivan Pavlov’s dog


Connect reflex behavior to conditioned
stimulus
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Habituation
Loss of response to stimulus



Cognition & problem solving
Connecting behavior & nervous system

“cry-wolf” effect
Learn not to respond to repeat occurrences of
stimulus

Genetic & environmental
interaction

Social Behavior
Territoriality

Territoriality

Mating & parental behavior
Genetic influences


Change in behavior in different stages of
mating
Pair bonding
Competitor aggression

Environmental influences


Modifies behavior
Quality of diet
Social interactions
Learning opportunities
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Social interaction requires
communication
Pheromones


Chemical signal that stimulates a response
from other individuals
Alarm pheromones
Sex pheromones

Honey bee communication
Honey bee dance to
communicate location
of food source


Waggle dance

Auditory communication
Bird song




Species identification &
mating ritual
Mixed learned & innate

Social behaviors
Cooperation
Pack of
African dogs
hunting
wildebeast
cooperatively

White
pelicans
“herding”
school of fish

Colonial mammals
Mole rats





Cognition
Do animals have a consciousness?

Underground colony, tunnels
Queen, breeding males, non-breeding
workers
Naked: Hairless, bind
Koko

Smiling
dog?
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